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Abstract
Over the last years, the study of logics that can update a model while evaluating
a formula has gained in interest. Motivated by many examples in practice such
as hybrid logics, separation logics and dynamic epistemic logics, the ability to
update a model has been investigated from a more general point of view. In
this work, we formalize and verify in the proof assistant Coq, the bisimulation
theorems for a particular family of dynamic logics that can change the structure of a relational model while evaluating a formula. Our framework covers
update operators to perform different kinds of modifications on the accessibility
relation, the valuation and the evaluation point of a model. The benefits of this
formalization are twofold. First, our results apply for a wide variety of dynamic
logics. Second, we argue that this is the first step towards the development of a
modal logic library in Coq, which allows us to mechanize many relevant results.
Keywords: Modal logics, dynamic logics, bisimulation, proof mechanization.

1. Introduction
Historically, modal logic [1, 2] has been understood as a logic to reason about
different modes of truth. Under this perspective, it can be seen as an extension of propositional logic with modalities, that in specific contexts may have
some particular interpretations. Examples of such interpretations are necessity,
knowledge, belief, temporality, or obligation, to name a few. Nowadays, modal
logics is a term defining a family of formalisms tailored to reasoning about relational structures, i.e., to reasoning about graphs. This is a consequence of the
insights provided by the most classical semantics for modal logics given in terms
of the so-called Kripke structures [3]. In the wide spectrum of existing modal
logics, one family has gained in interest lately: dynamic modal logics, i.e., logics
that can update the model while evaluating the truth of a formula. Some classic
examples in this family are dynamic epistemic logics [4], separation logics [5, 6],
and hybrid logics [7], to mention a few.
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However, the examples of dynamic logics mentioned above are specific instances designed with a particular goal in mind. Recently, several investigations
focus on understanding the behaviour of dynamic logics from a more general
point of view (see e.g. [8, 9, 10]). Such a perspective enables us to investigate
the properties of abstract operators that constitute the building blocks used
to construct concrete modalities. Moreover, it allows us to obtain a general
perspective of the impact of including and combining such kind of operators.
Nowadays, there is a vast literature investigating abstract update operators.
The reactive Kripke semantics from [11, 12] is one of the first attempts of modeling abstract updates. However, the dynamic information is kept inside the
model instead of having operators performing actual modifications. An analysis
of basic model modifiers is introduced in [13], in particular regarding expressivity and complexity. The logics studied therein combine different updates on the
domain, the accessibility relation and the valuation of a model. Other works
explore more specific instances of model updates. Domain modifications are
covered, for instance with public announcement logics, whose expressivity and
computational behaviour are studied in [14, 15]. Updates on the valuations are
investigated from a dynamic epistemic logic perspective in [16]; more abstractly
in the memory logics of [17, 18, 19] and hybrid logics of [20, 7]; and recently
from a game perspective in [21]. In most of these works, the operators are very
expressive, and as a trade-off, they have high computational complexity.
The literature about operators that can change the accessibility relation of
a model completes the picture of the dynamic modal logics family. Starting
by the first ideas about sabotage logic presented in [8, 9] (and later in [22]),
various operations are presented in [23, 24, 25], more precisely, modalities to
delete, add and swap-around an edge (both locally with respect to the current
evaluation point, and globally in the whole model). These logics are called
relation-changing logics, and the obtained results include expressivity and complexity. A more general approach is taken in [10], where the notion of ‘updating
a relation’ is generalized, and some results can be proved for all the logics encompassed in this framework. For instance, a general notion of bisimulation is
introduced, thus some properties can be proved for a whole family of logics by
using this notion. This generality also allows us to extend the results to other
kinds of updates; therefore we will use such an approach in this paper.
This is just a summary illustrating the importance of dynamic logics, and
what is the kind of results that are explored in the literature. Moreover, all
such results require proofs that are tedious and of high complexity, so it would
be interesting to benefit of the use of computational tools in order to guide or
verify (parts of) the proofs. Our work focuses on the formalization of a family
of theorems for dynamic logics in the Coq proof assistant.
1.1. Computational Assistance in Complex Proofs
The Coq proof assistant [26] is an interactive tool that helps us to perform
complex mathematical proofs. It provides a formal language to formalize mathematical definitions, algorithms, theorems and their proofs. One of the main
advantages of the Coq assistant is that it allows us to build mathematical proofs
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constructively. The underlying logic in Coq is an intuitionistic logic with dependent types, known as the calculus of inductive constructions (CIC). Thanks
to the Curry-Howard correspondence, propositions are interpreted as types and
proofs are interpreted as programs with the type of the corresponding proposition. Thus, we can say that Coq is essentially a type verifier (see, e.g. [27]).
In the last years, several mathematical problems have been solved with the
help of interactive tools like Coq; problems whose pen-and-paper proofs were
put to doubt due to their high complexity. For instance, in [28], a problem from
graph theory known as the four colour problem was solved with the assistance of
Coq. More recently, in [29] the Kepler conjecture, an open problem from combinatorial geometry, was proved by using a combination of the proof assistants
HOL light [30] and Isabelle [31].
Motivated by examples like those in the last paragraph, we aim to develop
a library to formalize and verify formal proofs in modal logic. In particular,
we extend the formalization provided in [32] in order to model dynamic logics.
Following [25, 10], we introduce a family of logics with dynamic operators that
are parameterized by a model update function. A model update function takes
a relational model as input, and returns a modified relational model. Then we
formalize a bisimulation notion that is agnostic with respect to the model update
function and mechanize the proof of two important theorems: the invariance
under bisimulation theorem, and the Hennessy-Milner theorem. The invariance
theorem establishes that given two models that are related by a bisimulation,
they satisfy the same formulas of the corresponding language. The HennessyMilner theorem, states that under certain circumstances, the converse also holds.
We consider this is the first step towards the development of a library for the
mechanization of proofs for a wide variety of modal and dynamic logics.
Our choice of the Coq proof assistant over other tools is based on the following facts: 1) it is one of the most popular and actively developed proof assistants;
2) it is based on an intuitionistic logic, allowing us to clearly separate when we
need to work in a classical setting, or when we can avoid resorting to classical
axioms (not a real concern in this particular work, but that is important for
studying non-classical modal logics like those in [33, 34]; 3) it is the one we
have the most expertise in; 4) it includes an impressive universe of tools to help
coding proofs, making them look pretty much like pen-and-paper proofs (a good
IDE, Unicode support, etc.).
1.2. Related Work
There are several works exploring the mechanization of proofs for modal
and non-classical logics. In [32], a formalization of the basic modal logic L(3) is
presented, in which we base our formalization. In addition, the author formalizes
the extensions S5 and S5n [1], together with a natural deduction system. Then,
the system is used to solve some logical puzzles. In [35] the modal logic cube,
a family of extensions of the basic modal logic, is automatically verified using
Isabelle/HOL. The main result is the proof of the inclusion relations between
the cube’s logics. A formalization in Coq of a Sahlqvist’s global correspondence
theorem for the very simple Sahlqvist class is presented in [36]. Interestingly,
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from such formalization, it is possible to extract a verified Haskell program that
computes correspondents of simple Sahlqvist formulas. Another approach has
been taken in [37], in which a verification in Lean [38] of tableaux methods for
modal logics is presented. In [39], Coq is used to verify the equivalence between
two deductive systems for constructive modal logic.
Regarding non-classical logics, in [40], the authors present a formalization in
Coq of linear logic, together with the mechanization of some theorems for such
logic, such as a proof of cut-elimination. Finally, recent works present a proof
language for differential dynamic logic [41] for applications in cyber-physical
systems, in the theorem prover KeYmaera X [42].
It is worth to mention that the list of related work is obviously non-exhaustive,
but it reflects an increasing interest in the use of proof assistants to mechanize
proofs in the logic research area.
1.3. Contributions
This paper extends and greatly improves the results introduced in [43].
Therein, we presented a formalization in Coq of the so-called relation-changing
modal logics, together with the mechanization of the invariance under bisimulation theorem from [10]. More precisely:
• We generalize the definition of model update function from [43] to cover a
larger family of dynamic logics. Concretely, we allow updates not only in
the evaluation point and the accessibility relation but also in the valuation
of a relational model.
• We formalize a bisimulation notion for this family of logics and mechanize
the proof of the invariance under bisimulation theorem. The theorem
states that two bisimilar models satisfy the same formulas of the language.
• It is known that the converse of the invariance theorem does not always
hold. However, as shown in [10], it holds under certain circumstances such
as for finite models or for the so-called f -saturated models (the dynamic
version of ω-saturated models). We formalize the notion of f -saturation
and use it to prove in Coq that if two f -saturated models are modally
equivalent, then they are bisimilar.
• In all cases, our mechanization permits languages defined with arbitrary
sets of dynamic modalities. Thus, logics with multiple updates are covered
in this framework. We include two of such logics as examples, namely local
sabotage logic from [10] and poison modal logic from [21].
1.4. Organization
We start in Sec. 2 by providing a brief introduction to Coq’s main features.
In Sec. 3 we introduce the syntax, semantics and the notion of bisimulation
for a family of dynamic modal logics. The formal definitions are accompanied
by the corresponding formalization in Coq. Then, in Sec. 4 we present the
mechanization of the different bisimulation-based theorems for this family of
logics. We conclude in Sec. 5 with some final remarks and future lines of research.
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2. A Bird’s View of Coq
A typical proof in Coq looks like the following:
Lemma and_intro: ∀(A B : Prop), A → B → A ∧ B.
Proof.
move⇒ A B HA HB. split.
− by apply HA.
− by apply HB.
Qed.

This simple proof states that if you are given a proof of proposition A and
another proof of proposition B, then you have a proof for their conjunction. In
order to be able to state the lemma and prove it, Coq presents several domainspecific languages: Gallina, The Vernacular and several tactic languages. Below
we provide a brief explanation of each of them.
Gallina: It is Coq’s mathematical higher-level language and program specification language. In the example, the lemma’s statement (what follows the
: ) is written in this language. Seen as a programming language, Gallina
is a dependently-typed functional language, while seen as a logical system, Gallina is an intuitionistic higher-order type theory —in its purest
form called the calculus of inductive constructions (CIC). Unlike other
higher-order type theories like Isabelle [31], CIC embeds a notion of pure
computations, which must be obviously terminating. Therefore, it embeds a notion of equality up to computation: we do not need to prove
obvious facts such that 2 + 2 = 4. The restriction to pure computations
stems from the fact that, if non-terminating computations were allowed,
the logic would be unsound.
The Vernacular: It allows the definition of functions or predicates, the statement of mathematical theorems and software specifications, the machine
checking of proofs and the extraction of certified programs to different
languages. In the example we use the following Vernacular commands:
Lemma indicates the desire to state a theorem; Proof starts the proof; Qed
signals that the proof is completed, and therefore must be checked for
errors and stored in the database of known facts if everything is correct.
The reason for this check is to guarantee that the proof is indeed complete
and that the tactics used to write the proof (see below) rightfully solved
the problem.
Tactic languages: They allow us to perform and automate the deduction steps
required to complete the proof. They are usually impure and might call
external tools to help with the construction of the proof. What matters
in the end is that they produce a proof term that can be checked by Coq’s
kernel typechecker (called at Qed).
In this example, we use two tactic languages: Ltac and Ssreflect, although
several others exist. The former is Coq’s standard (we do not require to
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load any specific library), while the latter must be imported with some
variant of the Require Vernacular command.
In order to better understand how proofs work in Coq, we need to link
them to the style of formal reasoning we employ as mathematicians. In
essence, a proof is nothing but a tree of deduction rules, each of which
relates a conclusion with a list of premises. There are two ways to understand a deduction rule: in forward reasoning, if we want to deduce the
conclusion, we first try to deduce the list of premises and then use the
deduction rule to prove the conclusion; in backward reasoning, we go in
the opposite direction: in order to prove the conclusion, we must prove the
premises. Tactics are typically deduction rules that implement backward
reasoning: when applied to a conclusion, usually called a goal, a tactic
replaces this goal with the subgoals it generates, one for each premise of
the rule.
In the example, everything between Proof and Qed are tactic invocations.
In a nutshell: move⇒ is Ssreflect’s tactic to introduce the formal parameters of the proof (propositional variables A and B, and the two hypotheses);
Ltac’s tactic split replaces the goal A ∧ B with two subgoals, one for proving A and another for proving B; tactic apply is akin to applying a lemma or
hypothesis to solve the goal, perhaps generating subgoals for its premises;
and by is Ssreflect’s terminator to ensure that the current goal is solved,
or solving it in case it is trivial.
Not all tactics are as simple as split. For instance, the tactic tauto implements a decision procedure for intuitionistic propositional calculus, so
it is appropriate to solve many trivial statements (actually, it is capable of
solving the above lemma in just one tactic invocation). Ltac also allows
the definition of complex user-defined tactics and decision procedures, although as a language it has some drawbacks: 1) its semantics are at times
confusing and error-prone, and 2) it is essentially untyped, meaning that
a typo can lead to obscure error messages when interpreting the proof.
Therefore, we also use a third tactic language named Mtac2 [44], which is
typed and has a well-defined semantics.
One key aspect that made Coq so popular is its interactive mode, in which a
proof is processed sentence by sentence. Therefore, we can observe the changes
performed to the goal at each step of the proof and act accordingly, without
having to play the proof in our heads to understand what to do next. For
instance, after executing the first sentence (that is, the one with move⇒), our
goal changes to the following:
A : Prop
B : Prop
HA : A
HB : B
=================
A∧B
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Above the double line we have the hypotheses, whereas below the double line
we have what we need to prove.
For an insightful description of Coq and its tactic languages the user is
invited to read the official documentation [26] together with the specific documentation for each additional tactic language [45, 44].
Before closing this section, we note that most of the work in creating and
understanding a formalized proof is devoted to knowing how to codify a concept
in the logic, and how to best solve the proofs. In the rest of the article, we devote
considerable time to these two problems, explaining in detail each concept/tactic
as we use them. We refer the reader to the code and comments in the code for
details that are not core to the formalization.
3. Dynamic Logics in Coq
In this section, we introduce the syntax, semantics, and the notion of bisimulation for a family of dynamic modal logics, together with their corresponding
formalizations in Coq. The source code can be found at
https://github.com/liis-modal-logics/RelationChangingLogicsInCoq
As we will see below, it is easy to match the mathematical definitions with
their counterpart in Coq.
3.1. Syntax
The syntax of the family of dynamic modal logics we introduce herein is
a straightforward extension of the propositional logic. Let us introduce their
syntax and semantics.
Definition 3.1 (Syntax). Let Prop be a countable, infinite set of propositional
symbols. The set Form of formulas over Prop is defined as:
Form : : = ⊥ | p | ϕ ⇒ ψ | 3i ϕ,

where p ∈ Prop, 3i ∈ Dyn a set of dynamic operators, and ϕ, ψ ∈ Form. Other
operators are defined as usual, e.g., ¬ϕ is defined as ϕ ⇒ ⊥, and 2i ϕ is defined
as ¬3i ¬ϕ.
For O ⊆ Dyn a set of dynamic operators, we call L(O) the extension of the
propositional language also allowing the operators in O. If O = {3i1 , . . . , 3in },
sometimes we write L(3i1 , . . . , 3in ) instead of L({3i1 , . . . , 3in }).
To formalize in Coq the syntax of dynamic modal logics, we first need to
define the countable set of propositional symbols Prop. We can accomplish this
by using an inductive type definition:
Inductive prop : Set := p : nat → prop.
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This Vernacular command creates a new type called prop with a type constructor
p that, given a natural number n, constructs an inhabitant of the type prop,
namely p n. Clearly, prop correctly formalizes the countable infinite set Prop.
Before we define the syntax, we need to assume that a set of dynamic operators exists. This assumption is necessary because the definition of L(O), with
O ⊆ Dyn, depends on the existence of a set of dynamic operators Dyn.
Context (Dyn : Set).

Afterwards, when considering specific instantiations of logics, we will provide a
specific value to Dyn. This is achieved using the module system of Coq, which
is similar to that of the ML languages.1
Now we can give the definition of the set of formulas Form, as in Def. 3.1:
Inductive form : Set :=
| Bottom : form
| Atom
: prop → form
| Impl
: form → form → form
| DynDiam : Dyn → form → form.

Each line of this definition is interpreted as the members of the BNF from
Def. 3.1. Other operators are defined as syntactic sugar. For example:
Definition Not (ϕ : form) : form := ϕ→’ ⊥’.
Definition Top : form := ~’⊥’.
Definition And (ϕ ψ: form) : form := ~’ (ϕ →’ ~’ψ).
Definition Or (ϕ ψ: form) : form := ~’ϕ →’ ψ.
Definition Iif (ϕ ψ: form) : form := (ϕ →’ ψ) ∧’ (ψ →’ ϕ).
Definition DynBox (d : Dyn) (ϕ : form) : form := ~’3 d ~’ϕ.

Note that in defining these formulas, we make use of Coq’s facilities for
writing and displaying code: its notation system and its support for Unicode.
This way, we can write Coq code almost as in paper: ∧’ is a notation for And,
→’ for Impl, 3 for DynDiam, and ~’ for Not. We append an apostrophe to those
notations conflicting with Coq’s own, as in →’.
3.2. Semantics
Semantically, formulas of L(O) are evaluated in standard relational models.

1 We will not discuss modules hereafter, and assume we can instantitate such variable when
needed. The interested reader is invited to read the code and Coq’s reference manual.
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Definition 3.2 (Models). A model is a triple M = hW, R, V i, where W is the
domain, a non-empty set whose elements are called points or states, R ⊆ W × W
is the accessibility relation, and V ⊆ Prop × W is the valuation.
Let w be a state in M, the pair (M, w) is called a pointed model; we usually
drop parentheses and call M, w a pointed model.
Notice that in standard presentations (see, e.g., [1, 2]) the valuation V in a
model is a function V :Prop → 2W . Instead, we chose an equivalent presentation
given in terms of relations, which later will simplify some other definitions.
Also, in this article we restrict ourselves to models with only one accessibility relation. A generalization to models with multiple accessibility relations is
possible, but leads to further choices concerning the definition of the dynamic
operators (e.g., which relation is affected by a given dynamic operator).
We will introduce operators that update the structure of a model. These
operators will modify the accessibility relation and the valuation of the model.
Changes in the domain are not considered, as will be discussed below.
Definition 3.3 (Model update functions). Given a domain W , a model update
function for W is a function
W2

2

fW : W × 2W × 2Prop×W → 2(W ×2

×2Prop×W )

,

that takes a state in W , a binary relation over W and a valuation of symbols
from Prop in W , and returns a set of possible updates to the state of evaluation,
the accessibility relation and the valuation.
Let C be a class of pointed models, a family of model update functions f is
a class of model update functions, one for each domain of a model in C:
f = {fW | hW, R, V i, w ∈ C}.
A class C is closed under a family of model update functions f if whenever
hW, R, V i, w ∈ C, then
{hW, R0 , V 0 i, v | fW ∈ f, (v, R0 , V 0 ) ∈ fW (w, R, V )} ⊆ C.
Clearly, the class of all pointed models is closed under any family of model
update functions. In this article, we only discuss the class of all models.
Notice, in the definition above, that a model update function is defined
relative to a domain. We specifically require that all models with the same
domain have the same model update function. This constraint limits the number
of operators that can be captured in the framework, but at the same time leads
to operators with more uniform behaviour. We will discuss this issue further
after we introduce the formal semantics of the dynamic operators below.
We proceed to formalize the concept of a relational model. In turn, this
requires us to consider how powersets and relations are represented in Coq.
Let A be a set and A its corresponding formalization in Coq. In order to
formalize a subset S of A (that is, S ∈ 2A ) we can view S as a function that
for each element a ∈ A determines whether a belongs to S or not. Naively, one
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could think that S can be modeled with a function from A to bool. However,
this is overly restrictive, as it will force us to make S decidable (Coq’s functions
are guaranteed to terminate). Thus, we use the constructive type Prop instead
of bool and write A → Prop to mean “a subset of A”. Then, an element x is in
S if Sx is a provable proposition. To help the readability of our definitions, we
define a notation and write set A instead of A → Prop,2 and we add a notation
x ∈ S to mean S x.
For instance, if A is N and S is {x | x is odd}, we can write in Coq:
Definition odd : set nat :=
fix odd (n : nat) : Prop :=
match n with
| 0 ⇒ False (* False is the unprovable Prop *)
| 1 ⇒ True
(* True is the trivial Prop *)
| S (S n’) ⇒ odd n’
end.

(What is in between (* ... *) are comments in the code.)
Similarly, a binary relation R over A can be viewed as a function that given
two elements a, b ∈ A determines whether aRb or not. For this reason, we model
R as A → A → Prop. Or, using Coq’s standard library, simply relation A.
Now we are ready to introduce the formalization of the models of our logic.
We can think a relational model as a triple consisting of a set W , a binary relation R defined over W , and a valuation function that for each element in W and
each propositional symbol with type prop, decides whether that propositional
symbol is valid or not in that element of W . In Coq we write the triple using a
Structure:
Structure model := {
m_states :> Set;
m_rel: relation m_states;
m_val: valuation m_states
}.

The notation :> inserts a coercion from a model to a Set. This coercion
acts like a simple overloading of a mathematical concept. This way, when
having m : model, we can use m to mean both the model m or its set of states
(m.( m_states)). In practice, every time a function requires a set of states we
can pass m instead of m.( m_states), and Gallina’s type checker will take care of
inserting the required coercion.
In the same way, as m_states defines a projector for the set W of states,
m_rel and m_val define projectors for relation R and valuation V , respectively.
The type of the valuation deserves an explanation. The valuation is defined
as valuation m_states, where valuation is defined as in Def. 3.2:
2 In fact, the notation uses a definition from the standard library, Ensembles A, which is
in turn defined as A → Prop .
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Definition valuation (W: Set) : Type := set (prop ∗ W).

We will use two other structures: the self-explanatory pointed_model (which
can be coerced to a model), and state_model, which essentially is like a pointed
model, but in which the set W of states is parameterized. For it, we use a convenient notation using angle brackets. It is possible to coerce from a pointed_model
to a state_model, and the other way around.
Structure pointed_model := {
pm_model :> model;
pm_point : pm_model
}.
Structure state_model (W: Set) := {
st_point: W;
st_rel: relation W;
st_val: valuation W
}.
Notation "h a , b , c i" :=
{| st_point := a; st_rel := b; st_val := c |}.

Before we can define satisfiability, we must provide a formalization for the
type of all model update functions. Remember that a model update function
takes a triple like our state_model and in essence returns a set of triples of the
same type, for a given domain W . Therefore, we define the type of a model
update function (muf) as:
Definition muf : Type := ∀(W : Set), state_model W → set (state_model W).

As with the mathematical definition fW , a muf depends on the set W , and that
is why we start with ∀ (W : Set), ... .
Given that we have defined the notion of model update function and both
the syntax and the models of the dynamic modal logics, we can now define the
notion of satisfiability.
Definition 3.4 (Semantics). Let C be a class of models, let M = hW, R, V i be
a model with w ∈ W a state such that M, w ∈ C. Let O ⊆ Dyn, and for each
3f ∈ O, let f its associated family of model update functions on C. Let ϕ be a
formula in L(O). We say that M, w satisfies ϕ, and write M, w |= ϕ, when
M, w
M, w
M, w
M, w

6|= ⊥
|= p
iff (p, w) ∈ V
|= ϕ ⇒ ψ iff M, w 6|= ϕ or M, w |= ψ
|= 3f ϕ iff for some (v, R0 , V 0 ) ∈ fW (w, R, V ), hW, R0 , V 0 i, v |= ϕ.

A formula ϕ is satisfiable if for some pointed model M, w we have M, w |= ϕ.
We write M, w ≡L(O) N, v when both models satisfy the same L(O)-formulas,
i.e., for all ϕ ∈ L(O), M, w |= ϕ if and only if N, v |= ϕ.
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Notice, in the semantic definition, how a dynamic modal operator 3f potentially changes the state of evaluation, the accessibility relation and the valuation.
On the other hand, the domain remains the same, and hence all occurrences of
each 3f in a formula are evaluated using the same model update function f .
It must be clear at this point that to formalize the semantics, we need a
function that assigns to each dynamic operator a model update function. We
can assume that such a function exists, and we give it the name F.
Context (F : Dyn → muf).
Fixpoint satisfies (M: pointed_model) (ϕ : form) : Prop :=
match ϕ with
| Bottom ⇒ False
| Atom a ⇒ (a, M.(pm_point)) ∈ M.(m_val)
| ϕ1 →’ ϕ2 ⇒ (M |= ϕ1) → (M |= ϕ2)
| 3f ϕ⇒
let fw := F f M.(m_states) in
∃ p’, p’ ∈ fw M ∧ p’ |= ϕ
end
where "M |= ϕ" := (satisfies M ϕ).

Note how each case has a one-to-one correspondence with Def. 3.4. For readability, together with the recursive function satisfies we define the usual notation M |= ϕ. Also, note how Coq performs a coercion from model M to the
state_model expected by fw, and take the returned state_model M’ and coerce
it into a model for the recursive call.
The definition of modal equivalence poses no challenges:
Definition equivalent (M M’: pointed_model) :=
∀ (ϕ: form), (M |= ϕ) ↔ (M’ |= ϕ).
Notation "M ≡ M’" := (equivalent M M’) (at level 0).

3.3. Examples of Dynamic Modal Logics
First, notice that the classical modal diamond 3 [1, 2] is one particular
instance of a dynamic operator, in which the accessibility relation and the valuation remain unchanged, and the evaluation state is changed by some successor
via R. To simplify notation we use wv as a shorthand for {(w, v)} or (w, v); context will always disambiguate the intended use. Let W be a domain, w ∈ W ,
R ⊆ W 2 and V ⊆ Prop × W , the model update function associated to 3 is
defined as
3
fW
(w, R, V )

=

{(v, R, V ) | wv ∈ R}.

Such a model update function is defined in Coq as follows:
Definition diamond : muf :=
fun W ’ hw, R, Vi ’ hv, R’, V’ i⇒
R w v ∧ R = R’ ∧ V = V’.
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For a given pointed model with domain W , the model update function for 3
returns a new pointed model (represented by a state, an accessibility relation
and a valuation) which is exactly as the original one, but the evaluation point
is changed. The new evaluation point is an R-successor of the original evaluation point. In the definition, the ’ allows deconstructing the record into its
components, in this case, using the notation provided for state_model.
Consider now the local sabotage operator from [10]. Given a binary relation
−
R, let us introduce the notation Rwv
= R\wv. Define the model update function
sb
−
fW
(w, R, V ) = {(v, Rwv
, V ) | wv ∈ R},

that deletes the edge between the current evaluation point and some successor, and moves the evaluation to such succesor. The function defines the local
−
sabotage operator 3sb . In Coq, we first define the updated relation Rwv
as
rel_minus, which essentially states that it is false that w and v are related.
Then, we define two modalities: the 3 modality based on the previously defined muf called diamond, and the 3sb modality based on rel_minus. In this way
we get the language L(3, 3sb ) by instantiating the type Dyn with a type containing the two operators, and function F that given one such operator returns
the corresponding muf.
Definition rel_minus {W} (R: relation W) (w v: W) : relation W :=
fun w’ v’ ⇒
(w = w’ ∧ v = v’ → False) ∨ (w 6= w’ ∨ v 6= v’ → R w’ v’).
Inductive Dyn := Diamond | Sb.
Definition F (f: Dyn) : muf :=
match f with
| Diamond ⇒ diamond
| Sb ⇒ fun W ’hw, R, Vi ’ hv, R’, V’ i⇒
R w v ∧ R’ = rel_minus R w v ∧ V’ = V
end.

As customary, we introduce some useful notation in the code:
Notation "3 ϕ" := (DynDiam Diamond ϕ) (at level 65, right associativity).
Notation "’3sb’ ϕ" := (DynDiam Sb ϕ) (at level 65, right associativity).

It is easy to show the logic L(3, 3sb ) gains in expressivity with respect to
L(3). For example, the local sabotage operator 3sb is logically stronger than
the diamond operator when restricted to non-dynamic predicates, as the formula
3sb p → 3p is valid. We state and prove such property in Coq:
Example valid_in_sb : ∀(p:prop) pm, pm |= 3sb p →’ 3p.

We direct the reader to the code for details of the proof. Also, 3sb can force
non-tree models (see, e.g., [25, 10]). For example, the formula 2sb ⊥ means
that any local sabotage leads to a dead-end, hence the formula 33> ∧ 2sb ⊥
can only be true at a reflexive state, a property that cannot be expressed in
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L(3). Other relation-changing operators behave in a similar way (see [8, 25, 10]
for details).
Finally, consider the poison modal logic from [21]. For a given ‘poison atom’
p• , the poison modality 3• is defined by the following model update function:
•
fW
(w, R, V ) = {(v, R, V 0 ) | wv ∈ R and V 0 = V ∪ {(p• , v)}}.

We start by formalizing the poison atom and a notation for it:
Context (poison_atom : prop).
Notation "p•" := poison_atom.

For the language L(3, 3• ), we define the two modalities similarly as we did
for sabotage.
Definition F (d: Dyn) : muf :=
match d with
| Diamond ⇒ diamond
| Poison ⇒ fun W ’hw, R, Vi ’ hv, R’, V’ i⇒
R w v ∧ R’ = R ∧ V’ = (V ∪ {{(p•, v)}})
end.

This logic is also very expressive. For instance, it can express that the current
state has a reflexive edge with 3• p• . This holds as long as p• is initially false
everywhere. The example cycle in the code illustrates this fact.
It is worth to notice that L(3, 3• ) is closely related to memory logics
(see, e.g., [17, 18]), and it is a fragment of some hybrid logics (see, e.g., [7]).
Also, other logics are easily encompassed with this approach, such graph modifiers [13], and public assignments [16], to name a few. This also illustrates the
wide spectrum of logics that our framework covers.
3.4. Bisimulations
In modal model theory, the notion of bisimulation is a crucial tool. Typically, a bisimulation is a binary relation linking elements of the domains that
have the same atomic information, and preserving the relational structure of the
model. Because we also need to keep track of the changes on the accessibility
relation and on the valuation that the dynamic operators may introduce, bisimulations are defined as relations that link triples consisting of the current state,
accessibility relation and valuation. This follows the ideas introduced, e.g., for
relation-changing modal logics in [25, 10], and for memory logics in [19]. Notice
that the notion we introduce is parameterized with the corresponding model update functions, making the results general for the dynamic logics from Def. 3.1.
Definition 3.5 (Bisimulations). Let M = hW, R, V i and M0 = hW 0 , R0 , V 0 i be
two models. Let O ⊆ Dyn, and let F be the set of model update functions f
2
such that 3f ∈ O. A non-empty relation Z ⊆ (W × 2W × 2Prop×W ) × (W 0 ×
0
02
2W × 2Prop×W ) is an L(O)-bisimulation if it satisfies the following conditions.
If (w, S, U )Z(w0 , S 0 , U 0 ) then for all f ∈ F,
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(atomic harmony) for all p ∈ Prop, (p, w) ∈ U iff (p, w0 ) ∈ U 0 ;
(f_zig) if (v, T, X) ∈ fW (w, S, U ), there is (v 0 , T 0 , X 0 ) ∈ fW 0 (w0 , S 0 , U 0 ) s.t.
(v, T, X)Z(v 0 , T 0 , X 0 );
(f_zag) if (v 0 , T 0 , X 0 ) ∈ fW 0 (w0 , S 0 , U 0 ), there is (v, T, X) ∈ fW (w, S, U ) s.t.
(v, T, X)Z(v 0 , T 0 , X 0 ).
Given two pointed models M, w and M0 , w0 , we say they are L(O)-bisimilar
(notation, M, w ↔L(O) M0 , w0 ) if there is an L(O)-bisimulation Z such that
(w, R, V )Z(w0 , R0 , V 0 ) where R and R0 are the respective relations of M and
M0 , and V, V 0 their respective valuations.
Summing up, the bisimulation notion for each logic L(O) includes (atomic
harmony) and the particular conditions for each model update function f such
that 3f ∈ O. For instance, according to the above definition, the (zig) and
(zag) conditions for the basic modal logic L(3) are defined as:
(zig) if (w, v) ∈ S, there is v 0 ∈ W 0 s.t. (w0 , v 0 ) ∈ S 0 and (v, S, U )Z(v 0 , S 0 , U 0 );
(zag) if (w0 , v 0 ) ∈ S 0 , there is v ∈ W s.t. (w, v) ∈ S and (v, S, U )Z(v 0 , S 0 , U 0 ).
On the other hand, instantiating f with f sb we get the following conditions:
(f sb
_zig) if (w, v) ∈ S, there is v 0 ∈ W 0 s.t. (w0 , v 0 ) ∈ S 0 and
0−
−
0
(v, Swv
, U )Z(v 0 , Sw
0 v 0 , U );
(f sb
_zag) if (w0 , v 0 ) ∈ S 0 , there is v ∈ W s.t. (w, v) ∈ S and
0−
0
−
, U )Z(v 0 , Sw
(v, Swv
0 v 0 , U ).
Before formalizing the notion of bisimulation for these logics, let us define the
type of relations between models. As introduced in Def. 3.5, the type of relations
defining bisimulations relates triples of points, binary relations over the domains
of the models, and valuations. This is precisely what a state_model is, as defined
in Sec. 3.2.
Context {W W’ : Set}.
Definition state_model_relation : Type :=
state_model W → state_model W’ → Prop.

The command Context allows us to state that we work under the assumption
that we have two sets W and W’ , an assumption we keep throughout the rest of
the formalization. The curly braces around the variables’ definitions indicate
that they are implicit; that is, they can be inferred from the context in which
the definitions are used.
To formalize the notion of bisimulation, we first define each condition separately and then use them as functions in the definition of bisimulation (f_zag
clause is analogous). To state these conditions, we work under the assumption
that we have a relation between models Z:
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Context (Z : state_model_relation).
Definition atomic_harmony : Prop :=
∀ p p’, Z p p’ → ∀pr: prop,
(pr, p.( st_point)) ∈ p.(st_val) ↔ (pr, p’.(st_point)) ∈ p’.(st_val).
Definition f_zig (f : muf) : Prop :=
∀ p q p’, Z p p’ →
q∈fWp→
(∃ q’, q’ ∈ f W’ p’ ∧ Z q q’).

Each condition shares the precondition of bisimulation (see Def. 3.5), namely
that Z relates models p and p’ .
The notion of bisimulation is defined as:
Definition bisimulation : Prop :=
atomic_harmony ∧ (∀ d, f_zig (F d)) ∧ (∀ d, f_zag (F d)).

Notice that we are asking the relation Z to satisfy f_zig and f_zag for all
dynamic operators to be a bisimulation.
Two models are bisimilar if there exists a bisimulation Z relating the models
(see Def. 3.5):
Definition bisimilar (M M’: pointed_model) : Prop :=
∃ Z, bisimulation Z ∧ Z M M’.
Notation "M  M’" := (bisimilar M M’) (at level 30).

4. Formalizing Bisimulation Theorems
4.1. Invariance Under Bisimulation
In the rest of this section, we will present our formalization of the proof of the
general invariance theorem. It establishes that the bisimulation notion captures
the intended structural properties in order to preserve logical equivalence (over
the appropriate language).
Theorem 4.1 (Invariance). Let O ⊆ Dyn, and for each 3f ∈ O let f be its
associated family of model update functions. Let M, w and M, w0 be two pointed
models. Then, M, w ↔L(O) M0 , w0 implies M, w ≡L(O) M0 , w0 .
Proof. Let M = hW, R, V i and M0 = hW 0 , R0 , V 0 i with w ∈ W and w0 ∈ W 0 ,
such that M, w ↔L(O) M0 , w0 . Then there exists an L(O)-bisimulation Z such
that (w, R, V )Z(w0 , R0 , V 0 ).
We prove the theorem by structural induction on L(O)-formulas. In fact,
we prove a more general result. Let S ⊆ W 2 , S 0 ⊆ W 02 , U ⊆ (Prop × W ),
U 0 ⊆ (Prop × W 0 ) such that (w, S, U )Z(w0 , S 0 , U 0 ) for some L(O)-bisimulation
Z, we will show that hW, S, U i, w ≡L(O) hW 0 , S 0 , U 0 i, w0 .
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[⊥ case:] Since ⊥ is unsatisfiable, hW, S, U i, w |= ⊥ iff hW 0 , S 0 , U 0 i, w0 |= ⊥.
[p case:]
hW, S, U i, w |= p
⇔ (p, w) ∈ U
0

⇔ (p, w ) ∈ U

(|=)
0

(atomic harmony)

⇔ hW 0 , S 0 , U 0 i, w0 |= p

(|=)

[ϕ ⇒ ψ case:]
hW, S, U i, w |= ϕ ⇒ ψ
⇔ hW, S, U i, w 6|= ϕ or hW, S, U i, w |= ψ
⇔ hW 0 , S 0 , U 0 i, w0 6|= ϕ or hW 0 , S 0 , U 0 i, w0 |= ψ

(|=)
(ind. hypothesis, ≡L(O) )

⇔ hW 0 , S 0 , U 0 i, w0 |= ϕ ⇒ ψ

(|=)

Let 3f ∈ O, it remains to prove only a general case for 3f ϕ.
[3f ϕ case:] Suppose hW, S, U i, w |= 3f ϕ. Then there is (v, T, X) ∈ fW (w, S, U )
s.t. hW, T, Xi, v |= ϕ. Because Z is a bisimulation, by (f_zig) there exists
(v 0 , T 0 , X 0 ) ∈ fW 0 (w0 , S 0 , U 0 ) s.t. (v, T, X)Z(v 0 , T 0 , X 0 ). By inductive hypothesis
and definition of ≡L(O) , hW 0 , T 0 , X 0 i, v 0 |= ϕ. Since (v 0 , T 0 , X 0 ) ∈ fW 0 (w0 , S 0 , U 0 ),
we get hW 0 , S 0 , X 0 i, w0 |= 3f ϕ. The other direction of the proof is analogous,
using (f_zag) instead of (f_zig).
Therefore, since (w, R, V )Z(w0 , R0 , V 0 ), we get M, w ≡L(O) M0 , w0 .
Now we are ready to formally state the Theorem of Invariance under Bisimulation (Thm. 4.1) in Coq:
Theorem InvarianceUnderBisimulation : ∀M M’ : pointed_model,
M  M’ → M ≡ M’.

Proof. The proof follows by structural induction on the formula ϕ. To get
the right induction principle, first, we need to massage the goal and the list of
hypotheses a bit so that ϕ is the first quantified variable. Therefore, the first
lines of the proof are the following (between (* comments *) we explain their
meaning):
move⇒ M M’ bis ϕ. (* Put every variable in the context *)
move: M M’ bis.
(* And bring everyone but ϕ back in the goal *)

At this point, the goal looks like
∀ M M’ : pointed_model, M  M’ → M |= ϕ ↔ M’ |= ϕ

And our hypotheses look like follows:
Dyn : Set
F : Dyn → muf
ϕ : form
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Now, we are ready to perform structural induction on ϕ:
elim: ϕ ⇒ [prop | | ϕ IHϕ ψ IHψ | f ϕ IH] /=
M M’.

This line performs more than just structural induction, which is done with
what is on the left of the ⇒. What comes after ⇒ is what is known as intro
patterns: they permit several actions on the goal. In our case we name the
different hypotheses in each case (Atom, Bottom, Impl, and DynBox, in that order)
with [ prop | | ϕ IHϕ ψ IHψ | f ϕ IH]. Then, we simplify each generated sub-goal
(/=), performing some computation on the goal, and re-introduce the models
M and M’ in the context.
The goal for the atomic case is
M  M’ →
(prop, pm_point M) ∈ m_val M ↔ (prop, pm_point M’) ∈ m_val M’

Which is solved using Atomic Harmony (AH), from the assumption that the
models are bisimilar.
move⇒ [Z [bis HZ]].
rewrite !to_st_val !to_st_point.
by apply ((get_AH bis) ?? HZ).

The first line assumes a model relation Z such that it is a bisimulation (bis),
and in which relates the models (HZ). In the second line, we turn all the projections pm_point and m_val into projections of a state_model, as required by the
definition of AH. Finally, the last line concludes by applying AH: get_AH takes
AH from the hypothesis, and the notation ?? calls an Mtac2 tactic that inserts
enough unknowns (_ in Coq’s lingo) until the whole expression is well-typed.
The bottom case is trivial (by [] ).
Now for the if case, we split the proof into two separate directions. First,
we prove the left-to-right direction and then the right-to-left direction. This is
performed using the split tactic. Luckily, we do not need to think about the
two directions separately, since the same tactics work to prove both directions.
That is why we end all the tactics in the following code with a semicolon (all
but the last, of course). Both directions are proved simply by assuming the two
antecedents HIf and Hsat, and then applying the inductive hypothesis for ψ and
ϕ (using these two antecedents).
split; move⇒ HIf Hsat;
apply (IHψ ?? bis);
apply HIf;
by apply (IHϕ ?? bis).

The proof of the dynamic operator follows closely the same reasoning as the
one presented above. First, like with the atom case, we assume the existence
of a bisimulation Z (move⇒[Z [bis HZ]] ). Second, like with the if case, we use
the tactic split to consider both directions, although this time we prove them
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separately. We will explain the left-to-right direction only, as the other direction
is analogous. After split Coq tells us that we need to prove the following:
(∃ p’ : state_model M, p’ ∈ F d M M ∧ p’ |= ϕ) →
∃ p’ : state_model M’, p’ ∈ F d M’ M’ ∧ p’ |= ϕ

First, we give a name to the existentially quantified values of the antecedent,
together with its properties:
move⇒ [q [HqinfW Hsatq]].

We end up with the following context:
d : Dyn
ϕ : form
IH : ∀ M M’ : pointed_model, M  M’ → M |= ϕ↔ M’ |= ϕ
M, M’ : pointed_model
Z : state_model_relation M M’
bis : bisimulation Z
HZ : Z M M’
q : state_model M
HqinfW : q ∈ F d M M
Hsatq : q |= ϕ

At this point, we can apply the (f_zig) hypothesis from bis in the hypothesis
HqinfW:
apply ((get_Zig bis) ?? HZ) in HqinfW
as [ q’ [ Hq’infW’ HZqq’]].

This introduces the following new hypotheses:
q’ : state_model M’
Hq’infW’ : q’ ∈ F d M’ M’
HZqq’ : Z q q’
Hsatq : q |= ϕ

Remember that our goal at this point is to prove that:
∃ p’ : state_model M’, p’ ∈ F d M’ M’ ∧ p’ |= ϕ

The existential quantifier is removed by providing a witness:
∃ q’.

Now we only need to prove that:
q’ ∈ F d M’ M’ ∧ q’ |= ϕ

The proposition on the left of the conjunction is identical to one of our hypotheses (namely Hq’infW’). The proposition on the right can be proved by applying
the inductive hypothesis, although we need to massage the goal a bit to remove
coercions. This is what we do in the following lines:
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split; first by [].
apply (IH q) ; last by [].
∃ Z.
by rewrite !to_st_to_pm.

After analogously solving the right-to-left case the proof is ended, so we issue
the closing command Qed.
4.2. Hennessy-Milner-style Theorem
The Invariance Theorem proves that every bisimulation defines an equivalence relation that is as least as fine as the one defined by modal equivalence.
Over specific classes of models the two notions coincide. These classes are usually called Hennessy-Milner classes and the theorem stating the equivalence is
called a Hennessy-Milner Theorem [46]. In this section, we generalize and formalize one kind of Hennessy-Milner class introduced in [10], and prove that over
this class, model equivalence and bisimulations actually coincide.
A well-known result establishes that ω-saturated models are a HennessyMilner class for many modal languages (see [1] for details). We will define a
suitable notion of ω-saturation for dynamic modal logics and prove a HennessyMilner Theorem with respect to the corresponding class of models.
Notice that all the definitions we will introduce generalize those presented
in [10]. This is due to the fact that, in this paper, we work with a more general class of logics, since herein, we also allow updates in the valuation of the
model. Thus, we need to adjust the notions of saturation and remake the proof
accordingly.
Definition 4.2 (f -saturation; F-saturation). Let M = hW, R, V i be a model,
2
and let S ⊆ W ×2W ×2(Prop×W ) . Let Σ be a set of L(O)-formulas, for some
O ⊆ Dyn. Σ is satisfiable over S in M if there is some (u, S, X) ∈ S such
that hW, S, Xi, u |= ϕ, for all ϕ ∈ Σ (we will not mention M when it is evident
from context). Σ is finitely satisfiable over S in M if each finite subset of Σ is
satisfiable over S.
Let F be a set of families of model update functions in one-to-one correspondence with O, and let f ∈ F. We
S say that M = hW, R, V i is f -saturated if for
all Σ, and for all (v, S, X) ∈ g∈F Img(gW ) ∪ {(w, R, V ) | w ∈ W } whenever
Σ is finitely satisfiable over S = {(t, T, U ) | (t, T, U ) ∈ fW (v, S, X)} then it is
satisfiable over S.
A model M is F-saturated if it is f -saturated, for all f ∈ F.
The definition of F-saturation is a variation of the standard definition of ωsaturation and intuitively requires ω-saturation in each possible updated model
via every possible function from F, and also with respect to the set of possible
model updates in each state via every function from F.
The notion of a set of formulas Σ being satisfiable over S in M is simply
formalized as:
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Section Satisfiability.
Context (M : model).
Context (S : set (state_model M)).
Context (Σ : set form).
Definition satisfiable :=
∃ st : state_model M,
st ∈ S ∧ (∀ ϕ: form, ϕ ∈ Σ→ st |= ϕ).

The first lines create a section named Satisfiability, which allows us to specify
local hypotheses for the definitions within the section. Once the section is closed
(with the command End Satisfiability), these variables will be prepended as
universally quantified to each definition within the section.
The definition of finitely satisfiable is defined likewise:
Definition finitely_satisfiable := ∀∆: finset Σ,
∃ st : state_model M, st ∈ S ∧
Forall (fun ϕ: form⇒ st |= ϕ) ∆.

Where the type finset Σ can be thought of as a (finite) list of formulas from Σ.
The function Forall P l asserts that property P holds for each element in list l,
in this case, that every formula in ∆ is satisfiable.
As for the concepts of f -saturated and F-saturated, the latter called saturated
in the code, are defined as follows:
Definition image_iden : set (state_model M) :=
fun st ⇒ st_rel st = m_rel M ∧ st_val st = m_val M.
Definition image_fw f : set (state_model M) :=
fun st ⇒ ∃st’: state_model M, st ∈ F f M st’.
Definition image_Ufw : set (state_model M) :=
fun st ⇒ ∃f, st ∈ image_fw f.
Definition image := image_iden ∪image_Ufw.
Definition f_saturated f :=
∀ (Σ: set form) (st: state_model M),
st ∈ image → let S := F f M st in
finitely_satisfiable S Σ→ satisfiable S Σ.
Definition saturated := ∀f, f_saturated f.

Let us consider these definitions in reverse order. With saturated we state
that a model is f_saturated for every model update function f considered. The
definition of f_saturated is in perfect correspondence with the definition given
above, although we need to explain how we compute the image: it is computed
from the union of image_iden, which returns the set of the state_models with
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the same relation and valuation as M; and image_Ufw, which is the union of the
images of every operator f.
Proposition 4.3. Let O ⊆ Dyn and let F be a set of families of model update
functions in one-to-one correspondence with O. Let M, w, M0 , w0 be two Fsaturated models. Then,
M, w ≡L(O) M0 , w0 implies M, w ↔L(O) M0 , w0 .
Proof. We prove that when two F-saturated pointed models satisfy the same
formulas, they are bisimilar.
Let M = hW, R, V i and M0 = hW 0 , R0 , V 0 i be given, and let F be a set
of families of model update functions
in one-to-one correspondence
with O.
S
S
Define the relation !L(O) over f ∈F Img(fW ) ∪ {(w, R, V )} × f ∈F Img(fW 0 ) ∪
{(w0 , R0 , V 0 )} such that:
(v, S, X) !L(O) (v 0 , S 0 , X 0 ) holds iff hW, S, Xi, v ≡L(O) hW 0 , S 0 , X 0 i, v 0 .
Notice that (by hypothesis) (w, R, V ) !L(O) (w0 , R0 , V 0 ). We show that !L(O)
is an L(O)-bisimulation.
Suppose (s, S, X) !L(O) (s0 , S 0 , X 0 ); we need to prove that each condition
from Def. 3.5 holds.
We start by proving the (atomic harmony) condition. Let p ∈ Prop, suppose
that (p, s) ∈ X. Then, we have (by |=) hW, S, Xi, s |= p. By definition of
!L(O) and the hypothesis, hW 0 , S 0 , X 0 i, s0 |= p. Therefore, by |=, (p, s0 ) ∈ X 0 ,
as wanted. Notice that each step works in both directions.
Now, we need to prove the (f_zig) and (f_zag) conditions for each f ∈ F.
Let f ∈ F. For the (f_zig) condition, let (t, T, Y ) ∈ fW (s, S, X). We
should prove that there is (t0 , T 0 , Y 0 ) ∈ fW (s0 , S 0 , X 0 ) such that (t, T, Y ) !L(O)
(t0 , T 0 , Y 0 ).
Let Σ = {ϕ | hW, T, Y i, t |= ϕ}, for every ∆ ⊆fin Σ we have
V
hW, S, Xi, s |= 3f ∆.
V
Notice that ∆ can beV∅, thus as a convention we take ∅ as >. By !L(O) ,
0
0
0
0
0
0
hW 0 , S 0 , X 0 i, s0 |= 3f ∆, then
V(by |=) there exists (t∆ , T∆ , Y∆ ) ∈ fW 0 (s , S , X )
0
0
0
0
such that hW , T∆ , Y∆ i, t∆ |= ∆. Since this holds for each ∆ ⊆fin Σ, we have
that Σ is finitely satisfiable over
0
S0 = {(t0∆ , T∆
, Y∆0 ) ∈ fW 0 (s0 , S 0 , X 0 ) | there is ∆ ⊆fin Σ, such
V that
0
hW 0 , T∆
, Y∆ i, t0∆ |= ∆}.

As S0 ⊆ S00 = {(t00 , T 00 , Y 00 ) ∈ fW 0 (s0 , S 0 , X 0 )}, it follows that Σ is finitely
satisfiable over S00 . Hence, by F-saturation (and consequently, f -saturation)
of M0 , Σ is satisfiable over S00 , i.e., there exists (t0 , T 0 , Y 0 ) ∈ S00 satisfying Σ.
Therefore we have (t, T, Y ) !L(O) (t0 , T 0 , Y 0 ).
The (f_zag) condition is proved by using similar steps.
The formalization of the proof mimics exactly the steps just described. Here,
we focus on the main definitions and direct the reader to the code for details.
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The proof of the theorem is the corollary of a lemma stating that a new
relation, called ! in the code, is a bisimulation. We start by defining !:
Definition equiv_in_image st st’ :=
st ∈ image M ∧
st’ ∈ image M’ ∧
st ≡ st’.
Notation "a ! b" := (equiv_in_image a b) (at level 40).

Note how we restrict the domain of ! within its definition re-using the definition of image provided before.
The lemma is named in the code as:
Lemma equiv_in_image_bisimulation : bisimulation equiv_in_image.

And it resorts on the models being saturated:
Context (M_sat : saturated M).
Context (M’_sat : saturated M’).

The proof follows the text closely: first proving (atomic harmony), and
then (f_zig) and (f_zag). We omit the proof of the former, since it poses no
challenges. As for (f_zig) and (f_zag), in the code, we decided to work step
by step, even if that implies making the proof larger than strictly needed.
For (f_zig), we work under the following assumptions:
imgS : h s, S, X i ∈ image M
imgS’ : h s’, S’, X’ i ∈ image M’
SeqS’ : (h s, S, X i) ≡ (h s’, S’, X’ i)
tTYinsSX : h t, T, Y i ∈ D.F f M hs, S, X i

And we have to prove that:
∃ q’ : state_model M’,
q’ ∈ F f M’ h s’, S’, X’ i ∧ h t, T, Y i ! q’

We defined the set of formulas Σ that are satisfied by h t , T , Y i , and prove
that any subset ∆ of Σ is also satisfied, with their formulas conjoined in a big
V
conjunction ( ∆):
pose Σ: set form := (fun ϕ⇒ ht , T , Y i |= ϕ).
have sat_big_and :
V
∀ ∆: finset Σ, ht, T, Yi |= ∆.

The proof of sat_big_and is by a simple induction on ∆. By hypotheses and the
just proved property we easily get:
have sat_next_big_and’ :
V
∀ ∆: finset Σ, ∃ st’, st’ ∈ F f M’ hs’, S’, X’ i ∧ st’ |= ∆.
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Which allows us to conclude that S’ is finitely satisfiable:
pose S’ : set (state_model _) :=
fun st’ ⇒ st’ ∈ F f M’ hs’, S’,V X’ i ∧
∃ ∆: finset Σ, st’ |= ∆.
have S’_fsat : finitely_satisfiable S’ Σ.

Again, we omit the details of the proof, which can be found in the files. We
then generalize the result for S’’, where we use the fact that our models are
saturated:
pose S’’ := F f M’ h s’, S’, X’ i.
have S’’_fsat : finitely_satisfiable S’’ Σ.
...
have S’’_sat : satisfiable S’’ Σ
by apply M’_sat.

Thanks to S’’_sat we can now obtain the witness we need:
case: S’’_sat ⇒ [ [t’ T’ Y’] [ inS H] ].
∃ h t’, T’, Y’ i.

After some minor nuisances, we need to prove (for instance, that the witness is
in the image of the model), we get to the point where we need to prove that:
(h t, T, Y i) ≡ (h t’, T’, Y’ i)

This is mostly trivial, except that the case
h t’, T’, Y’ i |= ϕ→ ht, T, Y i |= ϕ

for some formula ϕ requires classical reasoning, namely, that either a formula
or its negation is satisfiable. We perform a case analysis on h t, T, Y i |=ϕ or
h t, T, Y i |=~’ϕ being provable. The first case is trivial, since its precisely what
we need to prove.
case: (sat_classic h t, T, Y i ϕ); first by [].

For the second case, we have to prove that
h t, T, Y i |= (~’ ϕ) → ht’, T’, Y’ i |= ϕ→ ht, T, Y i |= ϕ

under the following assumptions:
Σ := (fun ϕ : form ⇒ ht, T, Y i |= ϕ) : set (form)
H : ∀ ϕ : form, ϕ ∈ Σ→ ht’, T’, Y’ i |= ϕ

Here it is easy to see the contradiction: ~’ ϕ is in the set Σ, since it is entailed by
h t, T, Y i , but by H everything in Σ is also entailed by h t’, T’, Y’ i . Therefore,
h t’, T’, Y’ i |=~’ϕ, but we have as an hypothesis that h t’, T’, Y’ i |=ϕ, so we
get the contradiction. This reasoning is performed in the following lines:
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fold (Σ (~’ ϕ)).
move/H. apply2. simpl.
contradiction.

The first line replaces h t, T, Y i |=(~’ ϕ) by its definitionally equivalent Σ (~’ ϕ).
The second line uses this assumption to apply it to H, obtaining the goal
h t’, T’, Y’ i |= (~’ ϕ) → ht’, T’, Y’ i |= ϕ→ ht, T, Y i |= ϕ

Now we can apply the second assumption to the first and obtain False. For
this, we call an Mtac2 tactic called apply2.
As usual, the proof of (f_zag) is almost identical.
5. Final Remarks
In this work, we use the interactive proof assistant Coq to formalize the
syntax, semantics and a notion of bisimulation for a family of dynamic logics.
These logics contain modalities that update the evaluation point, the accessibility relation and the valuation of the model while evaluating a formula. One
particularity of our formalization is that, following the definition from [10], dynamic modalities are parameterized by a model update function, i.e. a function
that given a pointed model, returns an updated pointed model. In [10] model
update functions are able to modify the evaluation point and the relation of a
model, whereas herein, we generalize these functions to update also the valuation of a model. Thus, the definitions in Coq are simple but powerful enough to
encompass a whole family of logics. With these definitions at hand, we recreated the proof of the invariance under bisimulation theorem: if two models are
bisimilar for a determined logic, then they satisfy the same formulas. In addition, we show that for the class of models that are saturated by the model
update functions involved in the language, the converse also holds: if two models are modally equivalent then they are bisimilar. Again, given the generality
of our framework, each theorem only needs to be proved once, and they hold
for any instance of model update functions. Examples of logics encompassed
in this framework are sabotage logics [8, 47], swap logic [24], arrow update
logics [48, 49], poison modal logic [21], the program-based relation-changing operations from [50, 51, 52, 53] (which are as expressive as propositional dynamic
logic [54] and whose bisimulation notion is the same as for the basic modal
logic [1]), among others (e.g. [16, 13, 19]). Our choice of Coq as the proof assistant for the formalizations relies mainly on the following facts: it is one of the
most popular and actively developed proof assistants; and, it includes an impressive universe of tools to help coding proofs, making them look pretty much
like pen-and-paper proofs (a good IDE, Unicode support, etc.), which makes it
easy to use and understand.
There are several interesting directions that we would like to explore in
the future. The next step will be the mechanization of more complex results
for dynamic logics, such as the correctness of the encodings into first-order
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and second-order logic [10]. Some of these results can be proved for particular
instances of model updates functions, while others can be proved for the general
case. With these results we will complete the mechanization of the basic model
theory for this family of dynamic logics, allowing us to go further and prove more
complex results, such as the dynamic version of van Benthem’s characterization
theorem [55]. Moreover, we would like to use our framework for mechanizing
proofs for more concrete instances of this family of logics, such as dynamic
epistemic logics [4] and modal separation logics [56, 57, 58, 59].
We consider that this work represents the first step towards a more serious
use of an interactive proof assistant for proofs in modal logic. One of the main
problems of existing formalizations of modal logics is that they all are too heterogeneous, and it makes it difficult to reuse previous results. Our main goal is
the development of a modal logic library that allows us the mechanization in a
uniform way of a wide variety of results in modal and dynamic logics.
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